
Corporate Events 
 

NB: these events allow the WPSSC to showcase firearm use in a safe and responsible manner.  This 

event is becoming very popular and well known in the lower North Island.  It is important members run 

these events in a professional and efficient to retain their popularity as they provide a good source of 

revenue for the club coffers and have a positive effect on shooting sports. 

 

It is imperative the club is prepared to start an event at the arranged time, keep the event flowing at a 

steady pace and completed in an efficient and professional manner.  Be mindful the group may be 

committed  to a schedule and continuing to another venue.  Members may also require sufficient 

time to prepare for a 'follow on' group. 

 

Guidelines: 
 

Set-up: usually on range 5. 

Numbered paper targets in two positions (pistol approx 8 meters and rifle at base of down range bank) 

Set up a Steel plate on rifle side for .22 and 45/70 (cast bullets) only and a steel plate behind pistol 

paper targets for the magnum rounds. 

Clay trap set between rifle and pistol stages. 

 

Welcome: 

 

• Introduce yourself and welcome visiting party to WPSSC (be mindful the group may have an 

itinerary and are required to be somewhere else at a certain time. 

 

• Hand the group leader the clipboard with sign in sheet and ensure everyone 'signs in' (condition 

of the WPSSC  insurance policy) whether participating or not. 

 

• Advise location of club amenities: toilets, drink dispensing machine, hot drinks etc 

 

• Firearm Safety: point out the usual safety cautions and include: follow instructions, keep 

firearm pointing down-range at all times, keep finger outside trigger guard until on target and 

ready to shoot, person assisting will take control if there are any problems (malfunction/jam 

etc.) with the firearm. 

 

• Earmuffs and eye protection: Mandatory, including spectators.  Sunglasses and prescription 

glasses acceptable 

 

• Advise how shoot is to be run: split into (normally 2) groups.  One group will shoot rifle and 

the other pistol.  You will be shooting at an allocated target.  When completed the range will be 

closed and targets swapped to other position.  Individuals step up to the shooting position once 

and shoot all firearms from small to large calibre.   Participants can (graze) shoot shotgun at 

any time during the course of the shoot unless a smaller group and they elect to shoot shot-gun 

last for spectator/borax value. 

            … over 
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• Introduce helpers and point out who is the R.O. for this event and invite RO to advise of the 

Range Commands (and give any additional safety advise). 

 

• Direct groups to the different positions. At the position, collectively explain the firearms they 

will be using.  Reiterate the will be called up one at a time to shoot all firearms for that position 

(pistol or rifle) at their numbered target. 

 

• Commence shooting upon R.O.'s command 

              

Conclusion: 
 

Invite participants to retrieve their target board and base (unless there is a follow on event) – this assists 

members and reduces pack down  time.  Invite visitors to take their paper target. 

 

Take on board any ideas or feedback which may improve these events. 

 

If you enjoyed the event, please tell others etc etc. 

 

FEES: the WPSSC endeavors to collect a non-refundable deposit of $10 per person for these events 

once we have confirmation of numbers attending and finalised booking details. 

 

The standard event is $50 per person which includes a $10 range fee. 

 

Students aged 17 years or younger do not pay the range fee. 

 

 

Payment: 
 

Any deposit received has no influence on the final balance figure. 

 

The balance for the event is S40 x the number of participants. 

If more than the booked number attend, the additional are charged x $50 (students as above, x $40). 

 

Explanatory note: the club experienced a history of poor attendance at these events.  Preparation for an 

advised number and far too often less than indicated would attend.  This was a total waste of time and 

club volunteer resources. 

The non-refundable deposit was implemented in order to have groups commit to arranged events, and 

has had a positive effect. 
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